
Build an international group’ strategic 
vision with HQ and subsidiaries 
managers , to strengthen  engagement 
around new strategic orientations and 
secure their implementation.

Despite our client’s long-lasting leader 
position in the industry, it soon witnessed 
shrinking market shares in favor of rising 
competition developing innovative and 
efficient substitute materials.
Moreover, each country was offering it’s 
own strategic plan without inscribing it in the 
group’s common strategic vision.  
To maintain the group’s leadership, it was 
necessary to define clear strategic 
orientations to be inscribed in a coherent 
project common to all employees

Choice of procedure

Our client’s executives and branch seniors 
(Marketing, R&D, Industry…)  have built this 
strategic vision in a coherent way, while 
following an iterative approach consisting of 

groupworks and strategic thinking seminars.
They have been of paramount importance 
while spreading the strategic vision to all 
representatives.
This approach allowed for the local 
implementation of the group’s strategic 
orientations.

Key factors to success

The undertaken collective approach has 
been key to success through an 
assimilation of the strategic vision on every 
touchpoint of the organization.
New positioning on key strategic issues  
that were under the shadow in the past, 
allowed to give a clear direction to the 
group.
Organisation of a global company roll out 
program through major events approach, 
initiated with a TOP 300 event.
Finally, the educational and playful 
dimension of the vision facilitated its 
integration and understanding on every 
touchpoint of the organization.

Achievements

The group’s strategic vision was structured 
around 4 pillars :
• Market challenges and group’s strategic 

orientations : Strategic segments, 
innovation, industrial strategy… 

• Positioning in terms of sustainability
• Brand identity : promises towards clients 

and proofs
• Group’s values and the various 

organizational challenges.

Redefine collectively the strategic vision to maint ain a 
leader position for an actor in the construction in dustry.


